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Abstract
Smart homes use automatic methods for control and management of the environments. This research aims to integrate these methods with Internet of things.
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Introduction
The relationship between objects and devices through the concept of internet of things can be defined as the intersection between the physical, social, real time and programmable internet and can be applied in different environments. On the other hand, the smart homes work with the control and use of the energy, management of water, monitoring of the temperature and humidity, as well as, the control of the motion. This research integrate a smart home system with a wireless communications set, sensors, protocols of the internet of things, cloud computing, embedded systems and data mining in a simulation environment. This simulation looks for a proof of concept of smart home integrated with internet of things.

Results and Discussion
The simulation of a home automation system can be performed according with an application diagram, shown in Image 1. The main components are a microcontroller (in this research, the Intel Galileo is used), general sensors (temperature, motion) and a relay module. These components should be tested individually and together, according to a sketch created on a Arduino Software. This software works together a web server, controlling and monitoring the home automation system through the internet.

The microcontroller Intel Galileo is connected to an Ethernet Connection and a Micro SD onboard, as shown in Image 1. Sensors and electronic components are also connected to Galileo and, through a Sketch created on Software Arduino, is possible to access Putty, an application who makes the interface between the microcontroller and the internet. Using this application is possible to access the embedded system Linux installed on Galileo’s Micro SD. This embedded system is the Yocto platform that offers compilers like Node and Phyton and works with JavaScript codes, creating a server. The server works together with the Arduino Software Sketch sending and receiving data to/from the sensors and components connected on Galileo.

Conclusions
In this research, it was possible to simulate a home automation system that controls electronic devices using the concepts of the Internet of Things.
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